House prices tend to be spatially correlated due to similar physical features shared by neighboring houses and commonalities attributable to their neighborhood environment. A multilevel model is one of the methodologies that has been frequently adopted to address spatial effects in modeling house prices. Empirical studies show its capability in accounting for neighborhood specific spatial autocorrelation (SA) and analyzing potential factors related to house prices at both individual and neighborhood levels. However, a standard multilevel model specification only considers within-neighborhood SA, which refers to similar house prices within a given neighborhood, but neglects between-neighborhood SA, which refers to similar house prices for adjacent neighborhoods that can commonly exist in residential areas. This oversight may lead to unreliable inference results for covariates, and subsequently less accurate house price predictions. This study proposes to extend a multilevel model using Moran eigenvector spatial filtering (MESF) methodology. This proposed model can take into account simultaneously between-neighborhood SA with a set of Moran eigenvectors as well as potential within-neighborhood SA with a random effects term. An empirical analysis of 2016 and 2017 house prices in Fairfax County, Virginia, illustrates the capability of a multilevel MESF model specification in accounting for between-neighborhood SA present in data. A comparison of its model performance and house price prediction outcomes with conventional methodologies also indicates that the multilevel MESF model outperforms standard multilevel and hedonic models. With its simple and flexible feature, a multilevel MESF model can furnish an appealing and useful approach for understanding the underlying spatial distribution of house prices.
Introduction
The hedonic pricing model is one of the most widely used specifications for house price prediction. However, the prices of nearby houses tend to be comparable because of similar neighborhood amenities (e.g., access to public facilities, socioeconomic status) and their similar physical characteristics (e.g., lot size, house age). This potential correlation in space can violate the independent observations assumption in a hedonic model specification, and may lead to inefficient and biased parameter estimates [1] . Some well-known methodologies that are utilized in the literature to incorporate spatial autocorrelation (SA) into a hedonic model include spatial autoregressive specifications [2, 3] , geographically weighted regression [4, 5] , and kriging [6] [7] [8] .
Unfortunately, current spatial model specifications ignore an inherent hierarchical structure in house prices [9] . That is, a neighborhood effect, which indicates that house prices tend to be similar within a given neighborhood, is still not appropriately accounted for in these model specifications. A multilevel model, which considers the effects of neighborhood characteristics at different spatial resolutions by allowing house prices to vary across space [10] , furnishes an efficient methodology to address within-neighborhood correlation (e.g., similar house prices within a given neighborhood) [11] . However, a standard multilevel model specification fails to take into account SA between neighborhoods [12] (e.g., similar house prices for nearby neighborhoods), which could lead to biased parameter estimates because it only provides partial information for a spatial house pricing process. This paper proposes to integrate Moran eigenvector spatial filtering (MESF) into a multilevel model specification to explain house prices. This specification improves a hedonic model by simultaneously accounting for inter-neighborhood SA with a set of Moran eigenvectors as well as potential neighborhood specific effects with a random effect term. This research focused on the following three research themes: (1) Evaluating if a multilevel MESF model describes house sales data better by accounting for inter-neighborhood SA, which is neglected by a standard multilevel model; (2) modeling house prices with block group level demographic and socioeconomic variables to examine neighborhood effects in house prices; and (3) investigating associated factors that impact house prices, including potential seasonality in house sales data. The proposed model is used to analyze 2016 and 2017 house transactions in Fairfax County, Virginia (VA).
Background
House property values vary across geographic space, highly depending upon geographic location, house characteristics, and neighborhood environment. Due to their heterogeneous nature, house values have traditionally been described with a hedonic model, which generally utilizes a linear regression specification that includes the attributes of houses and geographic locations as covariates to describe house transaction values [13] . The popularity of a hedonic specification largely is attributable to its simple computation and relatively strong explanatory power. For example, Laurice and Bhattacharya [14] show that the hedonic model specification explains an average of roughly 82.8% of the variation in house prices across three different study areas. Limsombunchai [15] reports that a hedonic model explains 78.3% of the variation in a house price dataset.
In its classical form, a hedonic model specification describing house prices violates the statistical independent observations assumption when house prices are spatially dependent. One major contributor to spatial correlation in house prices is that attributes of houses associated with house prices tend to cluster in geographic space [6] . Some studies [14] include indicator variables of location in a regression analysis to accommodate such spatial effects, but Liu [16] argues that this method is unable to fully account for SA among house features. Other commonly used methodologies include spatial statistical models. For example, Can [13] proposes an expanded specification by incorporating an autoregressive function into the hedonic model. This extended model achieves better model performance and an increased prediction accuracy by accounting for SA [1] .
A multilevel model, which allows prices to vary among neighborhoods within a hierarchical setting, furnishes a popular alternative for house price modeling. For example, Orford [11] states that a multilevel hedonic specification furnishes a conceptually more appealing approach by simultaneously controlling for spatial effects at both individual and neighborhood levels. Djurdjevic et al. [9] find that their multilevel hedonic model outperforms its traditional hedonic model counterpart by accounting for intra-neighborhood effects that are attributable to municipality differences. Leishman et al. [17] also argue that a multilevel specification is capable of achieving increased predictive power while mitigating spatial dependence, a feature lacking in the standard hedonic model.
In the literature, the concept of a house submarket is introduced to examine the hierarchical nature of house prices. Bourassa et al. [18] claim that a submarket is closely related to neighborhoodspecific SA in house prices. House prices tend to be similar within a submarket because of similar physical attributes and similar access to amenities (e.g., employment centers and shopping centers). Submarkets may be defined by structure type (e.g., town house) or by neighborhood characteristics (e.g., public education) [19] . Census areal units (e.g., census tracts and census block groups) can furnish another segmentation method [4] . Because of their public availability, census geographies commonly are used to delineate submarkets for house price analysis. For example, Goodman and Thibodeau [19] compare results using census tracts with those using zip code areas as submarket, and conclude that a smaller geographical resolution produces better prediction outcomes. Chasco and Le Gallo [10] specify a three-level spatial model (houses, census tracts, and neighborhoods) to capture variation in housing prices.
Although the capability of addressing neighborhood-specific SA with a multiple level structure makes a multilevel model preferred among spatial scientists, Chasco and Le Gallo [10] argue that a multilevel model is unable to fully capture all spatial processes in house price data. This weakness also is discussed in [12] : A multilevel model only addresses SA within spatial units, and fails to provide complete information about the spatial distribution of outcomes. Due to unexplained between-neighborhood SA, a multilevel model may yield biased parameter estimates and, hence, less accurate house price predictions. To overcome this limitation, Park and Kim [20] propose a spatially filtered multilevel model that can accommodate potential unexplained spatial dependences between neighborhoods. Their analysis results indicate that the proposed approach successfully improves the explanatory power of the standard multilevel model.
Beyond the physical characteristics and neighborhood environment, house prices also are impacted by macroeconomic conditions and season of a year. Due to a fluctuation in supply and demand, a housing market actively appears to be highly seasonal. Seasonality of house prices has been discussed in the literature. For example, Reichert [21] observes some seasonal fluctuation in housing data, and argues that the seasonal trend may result in an active or sluggish housing market, depending on the time of year. Goodman and Thibodeau [19] argues that a housing market is highly seasonal, and a major contributor of this seasonal trend is demographic moves, with demand reaching a peak during spring and summer because of relocations for schools and jobs, which leads to a slight increase in house prices; this assumption also is discussed in [22, 23] . Kuo [24] also finds that a seasonal dummy variable in a Bayesian model suggests seasonality of real estate price: Prices are higher in the second quarter, but tend to be lower in the third and fourth quarters. Ngai and Tenreyro [23] define the second and third quarters as a "hot season" because housing markets in the United Kingdom (UK) and United States (US) experience systematic above-trend increases in terms of house prices and transaction volumes, and the fourth and first quarters as a "cold season" because house transactions and prices tend to decrease. In addition, macroeconomic conditions also have been well recognized in the literature. For example, Beltratti and Morana [25] find that global macroeconomic shocks play a critical role in determining house price fluctuations. Nneji et al. [26] also argue that key macroeconomic factors (e.g., interest rates, inflation, and GDP) significantly affect the dynamics of house prices. Because this paper summarizes analyses and a model built with house sales data in only one county in one year, a relatively homogeneous macroeconomic condition is assumed, and no such factors are included in its data analyses.
Materials and Methods
This section provides descriptions of data and the study area, and summarizes covariates included in regression equations. It also discusses three different model specifications and the MESF technique.
Data and Variables
House sales data were collected from the Department of Tax Administration of Fairfax County, VA, which is a suburb of Washington, DC. The data contain all house transactions (e.g., single-family houses, townhouses, and high-rise apartments) in Fairfax County in 2016 and 2017. This research restricted its focus to single-family house prices, which had 8585 and 8525 sales records in 2016 and 2017, respectively. However, there were 70 and 34 duplicated records for each of the two years, which had different sales dates and prices, but share identical house attributes (e.g., house IDs and addresses). For these duplicates, the most recent sales records were kept for each distinct house. For mapping and spatial analysis purposes, houses were geocoded in ArcGIS with their physical addresses. Figure 1 portrays the geographic distribution of house prices across Fairfax County in 2016. It exhibits relatively high house prices in the north, along the Potomac River, and also in areas with relatively good access to highways that connect to Washington, DC. In contrast, low house prices concentrate in the southeast and west. The map pattern in Figure 1 suggests within-block group and between-block group clusters of house prices. For example, similar house prices were observed within some block groups (e.g., clusters of high house prices in the northeast), but house prices appeared dissimilar in some other block groups (e.g., low house prices are adjacent to high house prices in the south). Between block groups, house prices also tend to be similar (e.g., block groups with high house prices were neighbored by block groups with similar prices in the northeast). Additionally, Figure 1 reveals that house prices were non-uniformly distributed across the study area, with an average of 17 house sales in a block group. mapping and spatial analysis purposes, houses were geocoded in ArcGIS with their physical addresses. Figure 1 portrays the geographic distribution of house prices across Fairfax County in 2016. It exhibits relatively high house prices in the north, along the Potomac River, and also in areas with relatively good access to highways that connect to Washington, DC. In contrast, low house prices concentrate in the southeast and west. The map pattern in Figure 1 suggests within-block group and between-block group clusters of house prices. For example, similar house prices were observed within some block groups (e.g., clusters of high house prices in the northeast), but house prices appeared dissimilar in some other block groups (e.g., low house prices are adjacent to high house prices in the south). Between block groups, house prices also tend to be similar (e.g., block groups with high house prices were neighbored by block groups with similar prices in the northeast). Additionally, Figure 1 reveals that house prices were non-uniformly distributed across the study area, with an average of 17 house sales in a block group. The census block group resolution was chosen for the house submarket boundaries in this research mainly for three reasons. First, a census block group is the smallest geographic unit for which the US Census Bureau publishes sample data for socioeconomic variables. Although census block groups comprise census blocks, American Community Survey (ACS) data that are an important source for community information are not available at the block level. Second, a census block group commonly contains between 600 and 3000 people, which would provide a reasonable house sample size to estimate a random effect term in a multilevel model; a house sample size for a census block may be too small for efficient estimation. Third, a larger spatial unit (e.g., census tract) may not have the house sample size and data availability issues, but it may smooth too much and fail to distinguish between variations within neighborhoods [27] . The census block group resolution was chosen for the house submarket boundaries in this research mainly for three reasons. First, a census block group is the smallest geographic unit for which the US Census Bureau publishes sample data for socioeconomic variables. Although census block groups comprise census blocks, American Community Survey (ACS) data that are an important source for community information are not available at the block level. Second, a census block group commonly contains between 600 and 3000 people, which would provide a reasonable house sample size to estimate a random effect term in a multilevel model; a house sample size for a census block may be too small for efficient estimation. Third, a larger spatial unit (e.g., census tract) may not have the house sample size and data availability issues, but it may smooth too much and fail to distinguish between variations within neighborhoods [27] . The house sales data contained physical characteristics of houses. Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics of attributes for the analyzed dataset. The seasonal variable was constructed from sales dates, and was included as a categorical variable to evaluate potential seasonal effects in house prices. Three distance-related variables, measuring proximities of houses to top school zones and central business centers, were constructed with ArcGIS. They were included in the analysis to investigate the impact of geographic locations on house prices. Houses in a given neighborhood (i.e., block group here) tended to share similar attributes. In addition, eight demographic and socioeconomic variables at the block group level were obtained from the US Census Bureau to explain the between-block group dynamics. 
Model Specifications
This paper proposes a multilevel MESF model specification to describe house prices by extending the conventional hedonic model and multilevel models. Basically, a hedonic model is a linear model specification that describes house prices with house characteristics and neighborhood environment related covariates, whereas a multilevel model introduces a random effects (RE) term into the model specification to address variations within a neighborhood, commonly allowing only the intercept term to vary across spatial units. A multilevel MESF model, by including a set of eigenvectors in a multilevel model specification, accounts for potential inter-neighborhood SA. Table 2 presents the functional forms of the three model specifications. Here, y i,j denotes the logarithm of the sale price of the i th house that is located in the j th block group; x i and z j denote independent variables at the individual house and block group levels, respectively. E j denotes a set of selected eigenvectors for the j th block group level, π j denotes the random effect term for the j th block group, and ε i,j denotes the error term at the individual house level. β, γ and δ denote unknown coefficients that need to be estimated. Table 2 . Model specifications and their functional forms.
Model Specifications Functional Forms
Hedonic model
The given multilevel model was specified to capture correlation in the prices of houses within a particular census block group because of similar characteristics they share. The random effects term (π j ), estimated with house prices within a block group, was introduced to address the within-block group (i.e., neighborhood level) SA. However, between-block group SA was not taken into account in the multilevel model specification. MESF was incorporated into the multilevel specification to properly address this issue. MESF is a spatial statistical methodology that introduces a set of spatial weight matrix eigenvectors (E j δ) into a regression model specification to capture SA [28] . Eigenvectors can be extracted from a doubly centered spatial weights matrix C, which can be expressed as follows:
where I is an n-by-n identity matrix, 1 is a n-by-1 vector of ones, n is the number of areal units, and T is the matrix transpose operator. A subset of these eigenvectors was included as independent variables in a model specification and captures SA so that a linear regression did not suffer from a violation of the independence assumption that is caused by SA [28] . This subset can be identified from a candidate eigenvector set with a stepwise regression procedure [29] . Because house prices were extremely positively skewed (Figure 2a ), a logarithmic transformation was applied to normalize the sales data (Figure 2b) . Anderson-Darling test statistics indicate that the log-transformed house sales were much closer to a normal distribution. The transformed house price variable was used as the response variable in each of the three model specifications. The estimated covariate coefficients, RE terms, and ESF components were applied to the 2017 house data for prediction analysis. All data analyses were conducted in R studio and ArcGIS. Specifically, the lmer function (fitting a linear mixed-effects model) in the lme4 package (containing a collection of functions for fitting linear and generalized linear mixed-effects models) was utilized to estimate the RE components, whereas the spdep package (containing a collection of functions for spatial data analysis) and ArcGIS were utilized to construct and estimate ESF components. 
Results
This section summarizes regression results for the three different model specifications. Maps (Figure 3 ) depict the estimated RE and ESF components. In addition, house prediction results were analyzed and compared with their observed values. Table 3 reports estimation results for the three different model specifications; the parameters (i.e., coefficients and standard errors) were estimated with the restricted maximum likelihood (REML) method. The R 2 of the hedonic model indicated that the combined covariates explain 68.3% of the variation in the house sales data. The introduction of a RE term in the multilevel model increased R 2 to 0.752 (the conditional R 2 , which refers to the variance explained by both fixed and random factors) by accounting for SA (the z-score of Moran's I is 24 .93) that was present within block groups. The RE term alone explained 12% (the difference between the conditional R 2 and the marginal 
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This section summarizes regression results for the three different model specifications. Maps (Figure 3 ) depict the estimated RE and ESF components. In addition, house prediction results were analyzed and compared with their observed values. Table 3 reports estimation results for the three different model specifications; the parameters (i.e., coefficients and standard errors) were estimated with the restricted maximum likelihood (REML) method. The R 2 of the hedonic model indicated that the combined covariates explain 68.3% of the variation in the house sales data. The introduction of a RE term in the multilevel model increased R 2 to 0.752 (the conditional R 2 , which refers to the variance explained by both fixed and random factors) by accounting for SA (the z-score of Moran's I is 24 .93) that was present within block groups. The RE term alone explained 12% (the difference between the conditional R 2 and the marginal R 2 , which represents the variance explained by fixed factors) of variation in the data. In the multilevel MESF model, 82 eigenvectors (out of a total 339) were included through a stepwise procedure as supplemental covariates; together with covariates, they explain 75.7% of the geographic variation in the data. The variation explained by the RE term is 1.7%, reduces decrease from 12% in the multilevel model. This change suggests that the RE term did not capture much of the variation after eigenvectors were introduced into the model specification. Correspondingly, the amount of SA addressed by the RE term decreased from 24.93 (the z-score of Moran's I) in the multilevel model to 1.10 (the z-score of Moran's I) in the multilevel MESF model. The Moran's I z-score (33.21) for the ESF component (a linear combination of the selected eigenvectors) indicated the presence of strong positive between-block groups SA. In addition, a comparison of the AIC and log-likelihood values indicated that the multilevel MESF model outperformed the other two model specifications by addressing the between-block groups SA. The significant ANOVA results ( Table 4 ) also confirmed that the multilevel model with eigenvectors as additional covariates fit the house sales data better. The Anderson-Darling diagnostic test p-values suggests that the RE term estimated with the multilevel MESF model more closely conforms to a normal distribution. The Anderson-Darling test p-values indicate that residuals of the three models deviated from bell-shape curves, but the multilevel MESF model residuals were relatively closer to a normal distribution than were those for the multilevel model. Anderson-Darling test is considered as a powerful normality test and is widely used even with a large number of observations [30] . Table 3 suggests that accounting for neighborhood effects leads to a correction for some biased coefficient estimates, especially for covariates at the block group resolution. A comparison of the three model specifications indicates that covariate coefficient estimates appear very similar for the hedonic and the multilevel models. However, coefficient estimates change dramatically for most of the block group level covariates for the multilevel and multilevel MESF models, including percentage of young population, percentage of white population, percentage of Hispanic population, household income, and percentage of immigrants. The coefficient estimate of the percentage of young population variable even has a different sign in the multilevel MESF model. At the individual house resolution, coefficient estimates also experienced substantial changes for two covariates between the hedonic Table 3 suggests that accounting for neighborhood effects leads to a correction for some biased coefficient estimates, especially for covariates at the block group resolution. A comparison of the three model specifications indicates that covariate coefficient estimates appear very similar for the hedonic and the multilevel models. However, coefficient estimates change dramatically for most of the block group level covariates for the multilevel and multilevel MESF models, including percentage of young population, percentage of white population, percentage of Hispanic population, household income, and percentage of immigrants. The coefficient estimate of the percentage of young population variable even has a different sign in the multilevel MESF model. At the individual house resolution, coefficient estimates also experienced substantial changes for two covariates between the hedonic and multilevel models and the multilevel MESF model, which were distance to school and distance to mall. Table 3 also reveals significance levels change for some variables by accounting for SA. For example, percentage of young population, percentage of white population, percentage of Hispanic population, percentage of immigrants, and median population age at the block group resolution were significant at the 1% level in the hedonic model, but became not significant in the multilevel MESF model. Percentage of white population, percentage of immigrants, and median population age were significant at the 5% level in the multilevel model, but were not significant in the multilevel MESF model. All of the variables but one at the individual house level had significant relationships with house prices; the exception was the number of stories. Specifically, land and living areas, the numbers of full bathrooms, half bathrooms, bedrooms, and fireplaces were positively associated with house prices. Age of house displayed an inverse relationship with house prices. The location indicator variables distance to top school zones and to business centers were negatively related to house prices, which means house prices tend to be higher near business areas and good school districts. These significant associations agree with findings reported in the literature [1, 18, 31] .
Regression Results
The significant coefficients of the categorical variable, season, indicated a seasonal pattern in house prices ( Table 3 ). That is, house prices tend to be higher during the summer, and lower during the winter, which is consistent with findings reported in the literature, as discussed in the background section. At the block group level, three variables were significantly associated with house prices. Among them, the percentage of Hispanic population negatively related to house prices, whereas median home value and median household income were positively associated with house prices. Although impacts of neighborhood on house prices have been widely discussed, the literature indicates that demographic and socioeconomic variables for census geographies rarely have been utilized to describe house prices. One exception is Goodman [27] , who includes four socioeconomic variables in a hedonic model; his estimated results are compatible with those presented in this paper stating that house prices are relatively lower in neighborhoods with lower socioeconomic status (e.g., lower percentages of well-educated people).
A House Price Prediction Analysis
By utilizing 2016 estimated covariate coefficients, RE terms, and ESF components, house prices in 2017 were predicted. The scatterplots in Figure 4 show comparisons of observed and predicted house prices in 2017. The hedonic model provides a good house prediction, with a high correlation between the two sets of prices (0.805). The correlation statistic increased 0.061 after accommodating within block group SA, with house price pairs visually more clustered along the diagonal line. A slight increase of 0.002 was observed for predicted house prices with the multilevel MESF model. Overall, the three model specifications yielded relatively accurate predictions. In addition, the hedonic model had the highest mean absolute prediction error (16.06 %), whereas the multilevel MESF model had the lowest mean absolute prediction error (13.24 %). with the multilevel MESF model specification. They show almost identical map patterns, with high house prices in the northeast and low prices in the west and southeast, aligning with the observed map pattern in Figure 1 . One noticeable difference appeared with extreme values: The lowest observed price was $11,000, whereas the lowest predicted house price was $263,009; the highest predicted house price was $6,610,087, whereas the highest observed price was $8,100,000. Figure 5 depicts the geographic distributions of observed and predicted house prices in 2017 with the multilevel MESF model specification. They show almost identical map patterns, with high house prices in the northeast and low prices in the west and southeast, aligning with the observed map pattern in Figure 1 . One noticeable difference appeared with extreme values: The lowest observed price was $11,000, whereas the lowest predicted house price was $263,009; the highest predicted house price was $6,610,087, whereas the highest observed price was $8,100,000. 
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Discussion
The significant ESF component (Moran's I z-score: 33.21) and non-significant RE term (Moran's I z-score: 1.10) in the multilevel MESF model suggest that the house sales data contain a large amount of between block group SA, but a trace amount of within block group SA. By accommodating the underlying spatial effects, the multilevel MESF model outperformed the standard hedonic and multilevel model specifications with the highest R 2 (0.774) and log-likelihood (1556.70) values, and the lowest AIC (-2911.40) value. These results demonstrate that the multilevel MESF model is an effective specification for describing between neighborhoods SA, which has been neglected in a standard multilevel model specification. Furthermore, the multilevel MESF model also produced the best house price prediction outcomes with the lowest mean absolute prediction error (13.24%).
A comparison of the multilevel and hedonic model results confirms the hierarchical nature of house prices, with the former model having a much better model performance (e.g., higher R 2 and lower AIC values). The inclusion of a RE term and six demographic and socioeconomic variables, which combined explain an additional 6.9% of the variation in the house sales data, partially controls for spatial effects at the neighborhood level. Figure 3 illustrates the underlying block group level SA of house prices, which clearly reflects the spatial pattern observed in Figure 1 . The regression results and maps indicate that census block group can serve as a good alternative geographic segmentation for evaluating the hierarchical structure of house prices as well as for exploring spatial patterns of house prices at the neighborhood level.
An examination of the factors associated with house prices shows that newer houses with large land/lot areas and more bathrooms, bedrooms, and fireplaces commonly are sold for high prices.
In addition, distance to amenities including school zones and business centers also has an impact on house prices. Neighborhoods with a high concentration of minorities are associated with lower house prices, and high house prices are observed in neighborhoods with median household income. Also, a significant seasonal variation in house prices was observed. Essentially, house prices are higher in summer, a season before a new school year, whereas house prices are relatively lower in winter. These findings are consistent with those reported in the literature.
One major limitation of this research is that house prices in 2016 were distributed unevenly across the county: 50 block groups have zero house sales records, and 31 block groups have less than 5 house sales records. The small number of observations in such block groups may lead to unstable estimation results, especially for RE components. Moreover, houses that were sold in 2016 (not the house population on the market) served as a sample for data analysis, which may not represent the underlying spatial structure of the house market. Findings summarized in this paper suggest two future research themes. First, with a limited data time series, this research did not consider temporal effects. In the house price prediction in 2017, the estimated coefficients, RE and ESF components for the house prices in 2016 were utilized. More accurate house price predictions are expected if temporal effects also are accounted for. Second, SA can be further considered among individual houses. While SA considered at the block group level is well accounted for in this paper (i.e., within-block group and between-block group SA), individual house level SA may further reveal another spatial process. Third, this research applied the proposed multilevel MESF model to a specific empirical dataset, and, hence, its capability of capturing intra-neighborhood SA needs to be further investigated with different data and study areas.
Conclusions
A multilevel model specification is preferred in the literature to model house prices mainly because it accounts for neighborhood specific effects due to the hierarchical nature of house sales data. However, a multilevel model specification only partially addresses underlying spatial dependence (within neighborhood SA); it neglects potential between neighborhoods SA, which can lead to biased parameter estimates, particularly for the neighborhood level variables. This paper extends the standard multilevel model by incorporating a MESF technique that can furnish a flexible way to account for between-block group SA that is explained with covariates and a RE term. An empirical analysis of house sales data in Fairfax County, VA, demonstrates the capability of the multilevel MESF model for accommodating potential between-block groups SA that exists in house sales data. Another appealing feature of the multilevel MESF model specification is its simple and flexible structure to account for SA. That is, because eigenvectors, which would serve as proxies for omitted covariates [32] , can be simply selected with a standard stepwise procedure, its estimation can be conducted with a standard technique instead of dealing with a complex structure (e.g., a complex likelihood derivation is not necessary). The multilevel MESF model specification also can be easily implemented in statistical software (e.g., R and SAS).
